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Abstract. To answer new challenges, systems on chip need to gain flexi-
bility and fpgas need to gain structure. We propose a general framework
for SoC architectures and software tools in which different kind of pro-
cessing units are programmed at high level. We show a reconfigurable
unit suitable for this framework and we draw the outline of a super-
compiler able to address such an architecture.

1 Introduction

Adding some on-chip flexibility is very attractive to extend the lifetime of a sub-
micron asic product and to capitalize on the engineering cost but one faces the
trouble of an heterogeneous system having different units programmed with dif-
ferent languages. These units can be powerful processors, micro-programmable
architectures, reconfigurable data-paths, or fine-grain embedded fpgas. The
global view includes an operating system that runs on a control processor, lead-
ing the execution of distributed processes. Each process has its program broken
into tasks that can run on different units, based on performance requirement
and resource availability. The system has a global view of task status coming
from the units, communications and synchronizations being achieved on packet
or transaction bases. The main objective is to draw the full figure of a soft-
ware oriented reconfigurable system, including real hardware, low level tools for
reconfigurable units, and compiler techniques to be developed.

The case of reconfigurable units is perhaps the most difficult challenge, be-
cause their usual hardware description tools are not usable in a software flow.
Section 2 presents a mixed grain reconfigurable unit associating memories, oper-
ators and fine grain resources primarily chosen for a wireless modem. The general
flow shown in figure 1 can use a decomposition in scalar processing and stream
processing. Cooperation between the two sides can be loose or tight. The strat-
egy of mapping on reconfigurable units uses a first layer where the concurrency
is represented by cooperating processes. Code for these processes is produced in
the form of a graph of operations compatible with target architectures. Then
these graphs are mapped to the available hardware. Higher level tools can make
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Fig. 1. Simplified flow for multi-target compilation
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backs coming from the low
level tools. In section 4 we
present a tool structure for
mapping on units mixing
logic (fpga) and arithmetic
levels (data path units). Sec-
tion 5 shows the different
level of concurrency in the
system organization. Sec-
tion 6 discuss code genera-
tion for this scheme from
high-level language down to
the basic software using
high-performance computing
techniques.

2 A Reference Architecture

Reconfigurable architectures have received significant attention in recent years,
and some directions have emerged that combine desirable features such as low
power and flexibility [11, 6] for portable signal processing applications. One idea
is that, from an energy perspective, coarse grain arithmetic functions with pro-
grammable interconnects outperform instruction based processors where the
storing in cache and decoding of the wide instructions account for a significant
energy overhead. On the contrary, fpga is less efficient on context switching,
and so the area efficiency is bad, since more functions must be mapped at the
bit level on the matrix, in order to meet real time constraints. From an other
standpoint, future generation of asic has to face the challenge of increasing
computing power at low cost, which obviously is incompatible with a fine grain
flexibility. This is why a promising direction for soft asic design is heteroge-
neous architectures, combining application specific IPs selected by profiling the
set of targeted applications, together with some quantity of configurable fabric,
flexibly interconnected, with task synchronization being performed by a micro
controller.

The previous soc architecture of a programmable baseband processor for an
ofdm modem combined dedicated IP, fine grain fpga, micro controller and a
crossbar bus interconnect on a single die [14]. To increase the area efficiency
and computing power of the fpga, a mixed grain configurable fabric has been
developed, encapsulated into a system wrapper that permits multi-threaded com-
munication with the system bus. The configurable fabric has been described at
the RT-level, validated by simulation of configurations generated from various
functions used in the 802.11a ofdm modem. It has been synthesized in 130nm
ST Microelectronics’ technology, and is integrated on a test chip. Die size is 14
mm2 for the composite coarse plus fine grain fabric.
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This section focuses on the configurable fabric architecture description, its
internal structure and how it interacts with the rest of the system.

2.1 Configurable Fabric

This device is composed of four different types of resources organized as separate
interconnected networks, called coarse networks in the following. These are: fine
grain lut, alu, ram, and address generator (AG) networks.

– The fine grain network provides bit-level computing resources. It is a stan-
dard embedded fpga with 350 available bi-directional ports and 32×32 lut.

– The alu network is composed of 16 rows of two tiles. Each tile has two 8-
bit registered aluand one 16-bit registered multiplier, with local and global
interconnect resources for data and register control.

– Each row has four dual-port static ram of 256×8-bit capacity appearing as
shared memory onto the processor address space. rams are connected to the
global data interconnect.

– Each row has also address generators connected to the ram by a local bus.

Basic resources are statically configured to perform elementary operations.
For each resource, data are selected from or connected to the interconnect by
multiplexors. The segmented bus is configurable through a set of switches to
perform local interconnections. alu, ram and AG coarse networks constitute
the set of coarse grain resources, while the fpga is the network of fine grain
resources. Coarse networks are made of vertically stacked rows with horizontal
connections on their left and right sides, so that by simple abutment of the
three networks, the horizontal global signals can propagate. The horizontal bus
width is 117 bits for one row. The three abutted coarse networks are now called
composite coarse network.

The composite coarse has 16×117 bi-directional data and control wires avail-
able for connection with the fine grain. In order to have a regular connection
density through the rows between fine grain and coarse composite network, con-
figurable multiplexors are added to select horizontal busses from coarse compos-
ite network to be connected to the 350 available fine grain ports (see figure 2(a)).
The close coupling of the fine grain with the coarse grain allows efficient mapping
of mixed control and data processing. All bit level state machines and data pro-
cessing being efficiently mapped on the fine grain, while word level arithmetic
is mapped on the coarse composite. The vertical global lines that propagate
through each network are selectively connected to the data ports of the fabric.

2.2 System Wrapper

The configurable fabric is embedded into a soc. It supports on-the-fly recon-
figuration, and multi-threaded applications. This encapsulation with a system-
wrapper permits communication with the system, as shown in figure 2(b). The
main I/O port is connected to the system crossbar bus, steering incoming data
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Fig. 2. Two architecture views

from bus towards one of the six internal input ports: four bi-directional data
ports are connected to the fabric, 1 to the configuration port (write only), and
the last to the mailbox port. The main output port takes data from the five
internal output ports among which four are the data ports and a mailbox port.
Priority is assigned on a fixed order basis.

Data exchange between fabric and system are performed in two different
modes: (1) receiving and sending data to the other peripherals of the system
is achieved through the data ports connected to the crossbar bus, (2) data ex-
change with the processor are executed through the multi-bank dual ported
shared memory embedded into the fabric. The mailbox ensures synchroniza-
tion of the tasks running on the fabric with the rest of the system. It decodes
messages coming through the bus from other peripherals and produces control
signals for the fabric, and on occurrence of conditions in the processing from the
fabric, it generates message to be sent on the bus to the other peripherals. For
instance, configuration commands are sent through the mailbox to the config-
uration manager, which returns acknowledgment on completion. This is also a
way of interrupting the software to change context on events occurring in the
data-path.

3 Application of an 802.11a Receiver

The 802.11a is an OFDM based WLAN standard, where payload data are pre-
ceded by a preamble for receiver synchronization. Some functions are advanta-
geously performed by dedicated coprocessors (FFT, Viterbi, Demapping) con-
nected to the main bus, while the other functions can be mapped on the config-
urable fabric (preamble detection, carrier offset frequency estimate, channel es-
timate, channel equalizer, deinterleaver and descrambler). The section describes
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how the different phases of the receiver algorithm are mapped on the fabric, and
the kind of interactions occurring between fabric and other processors.

In a first phase, where the receiver
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Fig. 3. 802.11 baseband receiver with the
3 main phases triggered by microcontroller
(short and long preamble detection, then
payload)

is waking up, a preamble detection al-
gorithm is mapped on the fabric. This
function jointly performs detection
and CFO estimate in real time. A call
to a Cordic rotation (rotor) in the pro-
cess is implemented on a dedicated co-
processor. Once a detection criterion
is met, a message is sent via the mail-
box to the processor that reads data
produced by the fabric from the shared
memory.

Those data will be used to gener-
ate data dependent configuration for
the next phase. Processor will then or-
der reconfiguration of the data-path
for the following step: channel estimate
using long preambles. Again when this
step is done, a partial reconfiguration
is performed to support the payload
data processing, of which channel
equalizer, de-interleaving and de-
scrambling are mapped on the mixed
grain fabric. Figure 3 shows the differ-
ent processes composing the receiver,
and how the fabric interacts with other coprocessors and controller via shared
memory, mailbox and system bus along the phases.

Practical mapping of the OFDM preamble detection and CFO estimation is
shown in figure 3 in the form of pipeline of medium grain processes communi-
cating by shared memories. A simple implementation is achieved by connecting
memories to operative parts. The control of this pipeline needs a control process
that feed status information to the global control of the system. The stages are
loops implementing correlation computations.

4 Physical Synthesis for Reconfigurable Units

Physical synthesis is the translation of a software description of the applica-
tion into resource allocation for a given target architecture, its internal state
and constraints. In Madeo, it necessitates two inputs. The first one is the ap-
plication description appearing as a hierarchical graph of operations including
symbolic operations, primitives, logic based operations or memories. As Madeo
tools are generic, they need to be characterized by an architecture definition to
do their work: placing, routing, resource allocation, interactive or programmed
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editing and configuration generation. The second input is the target architecture
described with grammar oriented tools conforming to an abstract model.

To define a unit model it is necessary to write or generate a program as-
sembling and parameterizing a hierarchy of hardware elements such as wires,
registers, multiplexers, functional unit, etc. Wires can be single lines, structured
channels or hierarchy of channels. Tools support parameterized channel size to
enable architecture prospection under place and route control. Functional units
can be specified as a restricted set of permitted symbolic operations (e.g. ALUs)
or any n-inputs logic function (e.g. LUTs). The model can be extended by custom
parameters or embedding of custom elements.

4.1 Software Integration for Heterogeneous Units
Physical synthesis of an application graph is based on interleaved two-steps oper-
ations implying compiler optimizations from Madeo front-end [10] and physical
mapping. The upper layer tools are in charge of mapping to architecture func-
tions, based on its knowledge of the target unit, and on type information provided
at compile time. Detailed types are set of values used to produce optimized logic
as the interval alternative for arithmetic operators.

The first stage of this compiler supports classical optimizations such as dead
code and NOPs removal. Then, in the flow for addressing fine grain FPGAs,
the logic is produced as PLAs representing the hierarchical graph of lookup-
tables. Last, we use logic synthesis to perform technology adaptation. Coarse
grain graph elements are hardware primitives such as addition/multiplication
that will be allocated on the data-path.

Madeo flow integrates floor-planning, place and route, and physical char-
acteristics computation. The default floor-planning policy is based on the TCG
algorithm from Lin and Chang, the placement algorithm relying on a simulated
annealing algorithm; the global routing uses a path-finder-like algorithm on
top of a maze router, performing the point-to-point routing.

4.2 Interactions with Higher Levels

Inside Madeo, the physical and logical layers interact in a cyclic way. The phys-
ical layer tools enable architecture exploration by enumerating the available re-
sources in order to let the compiler parameterize its behavior. The compiler
creates hierarchical graphs of components, called composite parts, in conformity
with the unit resources: logic tables, registers, operators and memories. The
physical layer handles composite parts ensuring the migration from the high
level to physical mapping. Then it outputs physical characteristics back to the
high level compiler. As an illustration of these interactions, place and route tools
return hierarchical modules that are pieces of configuration with relative posi-
tion[8]. These modules are analyzed regarding several performances criteria such
as temporal or geometrical characteristics, and resource use. Other criteria such
as power consumption estimation can also be added. These informations are sent
back to higher level compilers or editing tools, so that optimization trade-offs
could be found.
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Regarding the modules produced by Madeo, several policies can be consid-
ered. One policy is to keep these modules if they can be reused in the context of
the application, as for producing pipeline stages or regular design components.
Another policy is to archive these modules in a database for further reuse. Madeo
has now provisions to keep modules as hardware dependent libraries associated
to high level object-oriented behaviors, or simple software definitions.

To conclude with physical synthesis, the proposed tools are generic, but the
architectural model specializes them transparently. The effort to produce an ar-
chitecture model is relatively small. The approach strongly reduces the develop-
ment time, and improves the software quality as any improvement is widespread
to all architectures. As for the fabric, the same tools operate over the entire
architecture. As an example, as every function unit "publishes" the functions it
can implement, every node of the graph of operations the compiler produce, can
be assigned a set of primitive function candidates. Once the placement is done,
routing computes routes from pins to pins, without regards to the net’s width or
the kind of routing channels, thus fine grain and medium grains can be managed
in the same framework.

5 System Aspects

Heterogeneous systems on chip require an assembly of complex software and
CAD tools since it is necessary to address different hardware supports with
transparency. The objectives to remember are to reach the best possible com-
promise between: (1) costs and delays for application developments, (2) energy
consumption, silicon resource and computing efficiency.

The first objective implies to use efficient development methodologies, sup-
porting very high level specifications and modular design (objects). The second
objective is obtained by using a gradation of targets going from processors to
reconfigurable units, and IP modules.

A view of a computer at work is an operating system controlling hardware
resources and application processes. Processes can be divided into small tasks
implementing concurrent or sequential computations. The system model has
three components: (1) hardware resource description, (2) application processes,
(3) algorithms for scheduling and allocating resources.

An advantage of the SoC approach of architecture toward unstructured FP-
GAs is the level of organization provided by the network, I/Os and the control
processor. Reconfigurable resources are allocated as unit chunks, communication
are simple transactions from unit to unit, or message passing. In this case the
knowledge of the SoC organization is enough to allow the OS to act. A more
difficult issue is the case where reconfigurable units are shared between tasks.
This situation is highly desirable to make an efficient use of the hardware when
data arrives at unscheduled time or at irregular rates. Overloading means that
processes can migrate from the active state to an inactive state swapped to the
local configuration memory, or to the external memory. To enable the system
to operate, it is mandatory to structure processes into set of tasks that will be
mapped on the different units.
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The flow model where data are fed to an accelerator is simple and convenient
for multimedia or signal processing algorithms. In this case, computations are
organized as pipelines of medium grain task graphs. Tasks implement one step in
an algorithm, act independently from peers. They embed their own control and
processing parts. The application pipeline is managed by a control task receiving
status informations from the stages, and enabling the communications between
them. The control process communicates at its turn with a node management
process that holds the status of the different applications, active or inactive,
communicates with the OS, and manages partial reconfiguration and swaps.

This structural organization can be described in a CSP-fashion, with the re-
mark that the computation graph is not statically mapped to the computer, but
dynamically processed by the OS and the skeleton thread running on the control
processor. Code for tasks are generated as physical circuit descriptions for re-
configurable units, programs for compute intensive processors or microcode for
microprogrammable units. In the case of configured circuits, the physical descrip-
tion is a bitmap block associated to a geometry, and correspondence between
high level variables and registers. At runtime, the bitmap will be merged with
other task bitmaps and loaded to configuration memory. The bitmap contains
the registers initial values or context values during a swap-out operation.

6 Towards General Purpose Compiling

During the past few years, the main concentration in the domain of embedded
systems has been on high performance in a cost effective manner i.e. flexibility
and power efficiency but the switch from general-purpose to multimedia work-
loads allows alternative architectures. Since Reconfigurable architectures such as
SCORE [5] and RaPiD [4] rely heavily on compilation processes, consistent soft-
ware paradigms [15] for programming custom computing machines are becoming
the need of the day.

Vector ISA has some advantages over scalar ISA to exploit the computation
pipeline [7, 9] and out-of-order, speculative techniques or aggressive simultaneous
multithreading [13] can be used to boost the efficiency but may have adverse
effects to real-time processing. Since the computation throughput often increases
the processor-memory gap, the separation of memory access and computation
streams in decoupled architectures [12] is interesting since it allows out-of-order
execution between the two streams.

Since many parallelism levels that were used in the high-end computers are
now found in SoC, the same compilation techniques can be used to compile high
level programs to control software and hardware descriptions.

If we look at compiling for distributed memory computers for example, a
program is split in different parts running on various processors with their own
memory. Since a processor cannot directly access data in the memory of another
processor the compiler analyze the code to insert communications primitives
where such accesses are needed. In the same way, to generate a program for
an heterogeneous computer we need to add communication or interface code
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between the controller, the various hardware operators, the memories, the bus.
This is why we have used super-computing compilation techniques to our control
code and hardware specification problem: global memory emulation by compi-
lation [3] to generate memory access code or DMA initialization and HPF style
compilation [2] to distribute the computation on the computational entities of
the SoC.

To achieve such a code generation from classical higher-level numerical lan-
guages such as Fortran or C to a closer architectural description in SmallTalk
for the Madeo tool of the project we have used the PIPS compiler framework
[1] that is developed since 1988 as a modular compiler for high performance
computing. This project began as an automatic vectorizer for vector machines
but evolved later toward automatic parallelization, code optimizing, code trans-
formation, HPF compilation and reverse engineering.

Many analyses and code transformations developed in PIPS first for high
performance computing are reused here in a more hardware context. Automatic
parallelization transformations using precise analysis of the code based on a lin-
ear algebra framework are used to split the code in several parts. A coarse grain
parallelization is used to find different coarse grain processes that will keep the
different processors and co-processors of the SoC busy with some support of the
operating system run-time. A fine grain parallelization inherited from vectoriza-
tion for SIMD machines is used to exploit the massive parallelism available in
the configurable co-processors.

To cope with inter-procedural programs, memory accesses are modeled with
polyhedral regions to express the array memory usage between different parts of
the program and generate the communication operators with minimal temporary
memory buffers. The programmer can specify with some pragma which parts of
the code will be executed on a reconfigurable engine and the region analysis
will determine the input and output data to handle between the control code or
memory and the hardware accelerators.

The remaining program that has not been transformed into a hardware form
becomes a control program running on the SoC processors with calls to the
reconfigurable operators and data-paths. Since the reconfigurable operator pro-
grams can be pretty-printed in both Madeo format or high level C or Fortran
form, the later one allows an easy functional simulation of the global program
by just running it on a regular computer as with other systems such as SystemC
or SpecC.

Conclusion. This project perspectives are highlighted by giving an interpre-
tation of the heterogeneous reconfigurable SoC architecture related to known
concepts in computer architecture.

Taking benefits from the reconfiguration we propose to enable a variety of
programming methods for the units, including fine tuned application support for
multimedia or signal processing, general purpose support with pipelined acceler-
ators, domain specific application supports (such as cellular automata), virtual
machine implementations. The program level use of these supports is envisioned
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as a co-operation of two threads, one for control and memory operations, exe-
cuted on the CPU, the others executed on reconfigurable units.

Several of our objectives have yet been reached: portability of synthesis on re-
configurable units is no more a concern, and the architecture developed at STMi-
croelectronics open the way for attractive distributed reconfigurable processing.
Several threads of work are currently followed for code generation, that includes
architecture synthesis for signal processing, and general purpose pipelined pro-
cessing under compiler control.
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